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Hello, my name is allister banks, for those who weren't at my Intro to 
Mac and iOS lifcycle mgmt talk yesterday, I’m a solutions architect 
from a consulting company by the name of 318, and we're 
headquartered on the left coast in Santa Monica, with a few locations 
around the country including the one I’m from in New York City. 
You should follow me on the twitter @sacrilicious, or you can contact 
me by email, abanks@the numbers 318.com or al@aru-b.com.



Munki is what I'm talking about, but according to your CIO and CTO's 
that will have the good fortune of you setting it up for them, and will 
eventually be impressed by your initiative in piloting using it for patch 
management on your fleet's Macs, 



Munki

it's name will be not be munki although that's the project name, 
instead you'll sell it to them as



Managed 
Software Update

Managed Software Update. The name is a take-off on plain Software 
Update, and its design takes visual clues from that app, but it can 
install anything, without an asterix, that you load into it and make 
available for whatever groups of macs you'd like to deploy to. A 
company that literally makes the internets, Google (or as I refer to 
them tehGoog) use it for the tens of thousands of macs under their 
purview and it has enabled great things for them. 



You can get started with a proof of concept in the way that really worked for me, by reading this 
conversational magazine article which is linked from the projects web page on google code, it's 
hosted there as open source, and dozens of complimentary projects have shot up around it.
This talk is going to be different from the normal LOPSA presentations that are server and process 
focused since what sets munki apart is the gaps it smooths over from a client perspective in the fact 
real normal humans are on the receiving end of the installs updates or uninstalls you want to 
enforce, and this is tailored to counter-act the human factor that we actually need the most help 
with but if your looking from the technology you'll need server-side, you'll have to try to source 
vendors from the vendors that make cutting edge gear like this:



they're calling it a web server - and this is a bad joke, you're just 
pulling configs and pkgs over http that are found in a particular 
directory layout, Nginx works as well as apache, and I only have 35 
minutes before 10 minutes of Q&A to do an overview of the moving 
parts, so I'm going to jump into the points in my session description 
that somehow attracted you to attend this last talk of the day, thank 
you all for being here with me.



Benefit the First:
Empowered Standard 

Users

Munki bulleted benefit #1, which is one of the pillars that it's 
principled design stands on:
Standard end users are able to agree to software installs or apply 
non-critical updates on their own schedule (with a mechanism for IT 
to enforce any zero-day patches)



www.flickr.com/photos/nearnearfuture/425780057

How it works - You as the admin crate up what you need to distribute 
in a super accessible, 'just click go' way, and are essentially curating 
what they get - they can apply these installs and updates on their own 
terms without involving you about when it happens, the onus is just 
on you to test it, load it in and Quality Assure it on YOUR schedule 
And really, it's not just software but any bits you'd like to lay on the 
disk that can be delivered as an installation package,



Pulled via
Launchd

(Cron Job/Sched. Task)

and it'll check on a schedule you can set, hourly by default, and only 
prompt the user if you as the admin load new updates into it or for 
whatever reason the bits your laying down have gone missing in the 
meantime. You do so on the server end by configuring manifest files 
that feed from catalogs of approved software that allow you to 
designate newer installs to get tested on your bleeding edge folks first 
until you flip the switch to offer it to everyone else



http://www.flickr.com/photos/theghostofgraingertown/7954157514/

Or, if it's zero day or an otherwise critical package and the mail MUST 
GO THROUGH, a countdown notice alerts them in a non-ominous way 
if they're going to pay attention, and there are even resets to let 
people finish what they're doing if they're on a deadline, but then will 
unceremoniously kick them off.



One Pane of Glass

This model simplifies your life and the end users, you can have it load 
apple's updates in the same interface as well, which therefore 
provides a one-stop-shopping experience



Log Out 
and Conquer

Two buttons appear besides Cancel to let them defer until later, with 
the default option being to log out when applying your updates, which 
can influence us as admins to make sure packages work at the login 
window with no users log in, which means that installer is more useful 
when you think of using it in other situations, like when the 
computers unused while logged out in a lab environment



Benefit the Second:
BYO-Infrastructure



Like I said about the webserver being nothing special or requiring a 
farm of servers, there's also no lengthy, heavy process to implement 
or brittle backend to maintain - you can use a pre-existing cert 
infrastructure for client identification like google does, or you can 
choose as much or as little security as you want, and choose from or 
modify the open source server console products and full mac apps to 
help you manage and collaborate with your team better.



There's other pages on their project wiki about using git for your 
config files, but here in specific is a page where they discuss methods 
to secure access to your repo. If instead you feel you've secured the 
network or LAN your server is on you can leave it very simple and just 
open it up to clients VPN'd in with no extra anything to maintain. And 
that previous point about the installers you use with it being useful in 
other situations, also from the munki wiki 



is how you can bootstrap a bare-bones image with the most current 
set of software for a particular department or the entire company with 
the simple addition of a trigger file added by your deployment tool. 
This means when the CEO wants the shiny and gets



the new hotness and your image hasn't been tested with it yet, you 
can at least get him started with apple's standard image plus your 
organizations software layered on top - and hey, maybe you need to 
build images less often, we'll discuss other developments on the 
'thin-imaging' or no-imaging front



Bulleted Benefit 3: 

bulleted benefit 3 is that the Mac Community as a whole keeps up 
with the sorry state of vendor software packages



Bulleted Benefit 3: 
Bring it, Adobe.
You too, MS.

*cough*Adobe*cough* and collaborates on work arounds when they 
are actually necessary. Even Microsoft's packages require no 
modifications to the payload itself, you can modify the config file for 
that package in your munki repo so it does the right thing with little 
effort on the admins end. 



Just to blow off the tires a bit and rev your engine, there's a project that not only complements 
munki but any patch management system which builds a package that, on-demand and in-place, 
haah tsebwanya babdi tsibaba
updates the OS on your workstation, formerly known as Install Lion Pkg, now more generically 
referred to as createOSXInstall. This is another utility which is a bit more limited in scope by Greg 
Neagle, the creator of Munki. Remember I was talking about no imaging, you can install the 
generated pkg on a bare, blank drive(as long as its formatted HFS+) and it's kindof imaging without 
you building anything, the pkg can have customizations you'd make or add to an instaDMG build 
train integrated with it
There's another feature that can change how IT is viewed, instead of a gatekeeper, we're an enabler. 



@gregneagle



https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/
6/6a/Sevres_Egyptian_Service.JPG

Can you imagine taking the previous OS X install pkg as something 
you can approve for optional, self-service updates to the operating 
system in a way that anyone can do that even more lengthy process 
on their own schedule? You can offer a selection of stuff not everyone 
wants but it's simple enough for them to get if they need it. It's even 
smart enough, when it sees software munki didn't install, to push 
updates to the latest you've approved without them needing to tell 
you they have it.



Demo

(Follow along with munki2013.m4v video)
Now that I've gone over some fundamentals, here's the quickest setup demo ever, to reinforce these fundamentals and show off the moving parts. I talked about it yesterday when I showed of Google's simian project which is a munki server console, but realize only part of this process even needs to be done on a mac, all the rest can happen in a web interface or any other platform that can edit apple-flavored XML once it's generated:
1. first, on a test machine we're going to install munki, the current stable version is listed in the downloads section of the sidebar on the project home page. FYI Newest versions are found at Munkibuilds.org - and I just noticed this, Tim turned on YOLO mode, you can curl a script that installs the latest nightly

2. Next, I'm working around that Apple removed the GUI interface to the apache web service that's still there to serve a default website for users and the host itself, and I'm creating the document root with the appropriate subfolders, and throwing a pointer to the server with the default munki name to find itself even though it's also running as the client, and symlink where the document room is

and That's it - we've got the client and most of the foundational server prepared in those two minutes, now you'll have to take my word for it that you can tweak the client configuration with a bunch of options, but none were needed to actually prepare the client to talk to the server, you just install the tools and you can let the defaults dictate what happens - likewise, that was it for 'installing' the server, that's how simple your implementation can be from the start. Of course, it's not much good to us now, we still want to load something in to our webserver in a way the munki client is expecting. And conveniently, all the tools are provided in the client install, munkiimport, 
3.
which we'll set the defaults for now
YOLO I could have called that catalog things will be imported to by default stable or release but I don't always test my pkgs but when i do I do it in production I'll go over what this terminology of pkginfo and catalog in just a bit

Now that the command line tools are setup with some defaults and pointing where my repo is i can get firefox going

4.
give it a friendly name
describe it:
An often-updated web browser from Mozilla
and you see its taken my defaults for the catalog
shows me a summary and asks me if we're ready to import
asks me if I should file the package under a particular subdirectory, its common to use the vendor to organize the software by, 
just 'cuz, if you want to go back through and prune stuff
it's nice enough to create that subdir for me and copy the package into
it asks me if it should rebuild catalogs and what that refers to is it will stuff the pkginfo file we've just generated at the same time as importing the app will get merged into both the catchall 'all' catalog as well as the catalog I've designated named production

So now the server's locked and loaded, let's create a manifest to designate what we want this client to get
5
we can use the manifestutil command line tool to first interactively create the manifest itself, and we'll use a name that again is a friendly default the munki client will look for, site_default

we designate the catalog or what quote-unquote 'track' that the client is on, meaning what it pulls from, and add firefox to the managed installs section to enforce it

and now if I open the Managed Software Update app, which will normally check every hour but again would only launch on its own to prompt the user when a change has been detected that affects it, it offers us firefox, and I'll go ahead and install that

and just like what you expect with config mgmt tools, which are usually considered more powerful, if I remove it 
and launch it again 
I'm prompted to reinstall

now I'll put it back, if I go back into the manifestutil command line and remove the pkg from that manifests managed installs section and instead tell it to do an uninstall, and launch the Managed Software Update app again, you'll see it's being intentionally vague - you can change what it says to be open and honest about whats happening, but this is for those instances you need to move CS6 to a different department and why would you tell the person in front of this workstation that? That gives them the choice of refusing 
this just results in less friction as defaults go.

And just like we installed it, we've uninstalled.

One more fun thing to demo, let's move it to optional installs

And you notice it begins by checking for updates like normal, so if I'm enforcing stuff, my changes need to happen first, I get priority as the admin, but then the Optional Software button is active, and when I click the checkbox I'm told it will start that install process - a semi-important implementation detail, and admittedly less-than ideal UX but anyway it allows people to go back in later and uninstall the offered software, making this a totally self-service process.



Quickest tour over, let's go into the terms we've covered based on 
those four directories our webserver is offering
pkgs - pretty obvious, but these are either in apple's flat package 
format that is more understandable by webservers or really anything 
wrapped in a DMG, a more appropriate way to think about the 
meaning of the pkgs folder might be to house payloads



Catalogs - these are essentially how you have branches of approved 
software, I named my default branch production but I could put the 
newest software in a testing branch, and while keeping the name of the 
package the same in manifests for my bleeding-edge users and more 
risk-averse folks, when the newer firefox is ready to promote to 'stable', I 
flip a switch to move it between catalogs, without touching it, and 
everybody knows to update to it or otherwise that's the newest, stable 
one to install, based on semver* - you just generally don't worry about it 
from a catalog end, you interact primarily with the next two moving parts



Manifests - are where you pick and choose who gets what and decide 
which catalog they'll pull there software from, including nesting
Even if two catalogs have software with the same name, which is the 
recommended practice, who wants to keep track of version numbers 
and update the manifest all the time, by designating production the 
catalog in use by the site_default manifest only pulls productions 
version of the software



pkginfos - are where you specify metadata specific to a particular 
pkg, and the munkiimport tool generated that for me. The other thing 
it did was make a compendium or appended that pkg to the all 
catalog in addition to the production catalog I specified for it. And 
that's just an implementation detail of how the client looks for 
information about what its installing. Moving between catalogs is as 
simple as changing that key in the XML and running makecatalogs - 
which if you don't pay enough attention to when you use it is a 
command you'll smack yourself in the forehead for forgetting



vs casper



vs boxen
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Users



2.
BYO-
Infrastructure



3.Unite!
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